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Abstract
Electronic devices have become an indispensable part of our lives, while negative aspects have been
reported. One downside is that reading comprehension is reduced when reading from electronic device,
but the cause of this is unclear. In this study, we investigated a cause for the decline in comprehension by
simultaneously measuring respiration and brain activity during reading from a smartphone medium, on
thirty-four healthy individuals. Here we found that, compared to a paper medium, reading from the
smartphone elicits a suppression of sigh, brain overactivity in prefrontal cortex, and decline in reading
comprehension. Furthermore, a path analysis suggests that interactive relationship between sigh
inhibition and overactivity in prefrontal cortex causes the comprehension decline. These ndings provide
new insight into a respiration-mediated mechanism of cognitive function.

Introduction
In recent years, reading and studying on electronic devices has become more common. Although
electronic devices have bene ted mankind tremendously, they cause eyestrain and headaches1,2, and
lead to poor reading comprehension3,4. This decline in comprehension with electric device might be due
to poor concentration level or different sensory processing which might be associated with physiological
state including brain and physiological activity level. Even if the content of the text is the same, the
reading comprehension may be different depending on the visual environment. In a mechanism of
sensory integration or cross-modality, vision has a dominant in uence on the other senses5,6. Visual input
might affect a brain state and physiological condition like a respiration.
Respiratory rhythm generator exists in the pacemaker neurons in the brainstem to maintain the
homeostasis of the body7. When the brain senses that it is not getting enough oxygen, it makes it sigh. By
sighing deeply and taking in oxygen, it can calm a heightened sympathetic nervous system and relieve
stress8. If the information that causes a sigh does not transmit to brain in one particular visual
environment, stress may be not relieved. Furthermore, brain function may remain low, which may result in
low cognitive performance. Indeed, respiration is affected by factors such as anxiety or stress, which
change the depth and rhythm of breathing9,10. On the contrary, respiratory patterns affect the function of
the frontal cortex and hippocampus, and therefore the formation of memories11-13. Attention to breathing
also has been shown to elevate memory performance14. Thus, sigh is interactively associated with
cortical factors, that is, sigh affects and is affected the state of brain. It is highly likely that cognitive
performance is affected by visual environment via interactive relationship between brain and respiratory
activity. This study examined the effects of smartphone device use on reading comprehension by
measuring brain and respiratory activity simultaneously, on thirty-four healthy individuals.

Results
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To investigate causes for reading comprehension decline with electronic devices, we prepared a repeatedmeasured design consisting of four conditions involving combinations of two mediums (smartphone and
paper) and two sentences extracted from different texts (novels A and B; see Supplementary Text). One
trial consisted of four sessions: resting state before reading, reading, resting state after reading, and
reading test (Fig. 1a). Frontal brain activity (2 channels) were measured by functional Near-Infrared
Spectroscopy (NIRS), and respiration activity (6 indexes) and metabolism patterns (2 indexes) were
measured by respiratory Aeromonitor (see Methods).
For the reading score, repeated measured analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) showed that reading medium
affected reading scores (F1, 64 = 27.367, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.297), whilst the main effects of sentence and
the interaction were not. Post-hoc tests revealed that scores with the paper medium were higher than that
with smartphone medium, in both novel sentences A and B (respectively P < 0.05, Fig. 1b). No main or
interaction effects of medium or novel sentence were observed for duration of reading (Fig. 1c) or viewing
distance between participants’ eyes and the device (Fig. 1d).
Out of 6 respiratory and 2 metabolic patterns that we measured, the tidal volume was decreased during
reading compared to after and before reading sessions, and sighs were increased during reading with
paper medium (Fig. 2a). RM-ANOVA showed that there were an effect of session but not medium and
interaction for the tidal volume (Fig. 2b, session: F2,132 = 34.145, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.341), inspiratory time
(Fig. 2c, session: F2,132 = 8.639, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.116), expiratory time (Fig. 2d, session: F2,132 = 33.092,

P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.334), respiratory frequency (Fig. 2e, session: F2,132 = 29.018, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.305),
while there was an effect of session and interaction but not medium for the number of sighs (Fig. 2f,
session: F2,132 = 20.530, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.237; interaction: F2,132 = 9.169, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.122). Posthoc tests revealed that regardless of the medium, tidal volume, inspiratory time, and expiratory time were
reduced during reading compared to resting states, whilst respiratory frequency was increased (all P <
0.05). Number of sighs was greater during reading with paper compared to smartphone (all P < 0.05). No
changes in minute ventilation, O2 consumption, and end tidal CO2 were con rmed through all the session
(Fig. 2g-i).
We found that activity recorded with NIRS increased during reading compared to before and after reading
sessions, and was increased during reading from the smartphone medium, compared to the paper
medium (Fig. 3a). The RM-ANOVA showed that no main effect of medium and interaction in channel 1
(left probe), while a main effect of session was signi cant (F2,132 = 19.612, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.229). In the
channel 2 (right probe), there were no main effect of medium and interaction, while a main effect of
session was observed (F2,132 = 10.430, P < 0.0001, η2 = 0.136). Post-hoc tests revealed that the activity
was increased during reading compared to resting states on both the left (P < 0.05, Fig. 3b) and right (P <
0.05, Fig. 3c) probes. Furthermore, the activity when reading from the smartphone was higher than when
reading from paper on the left probe (all P < 0.05).
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We conducted a path analysis to examine a mechanistic route for results of the reading tests. Six
respiratory indexes, two metabolic indexes, two NIRS indexes, and reading score were set as the observed
variables. In the most suitable model (Fig. 4, the goodness of t index = 0.881), there are a covariate
relationship between left NIRS channel activity and the number of sighs (P = 0.021), and a direct
relationship between the right NIRS channel activity and its impact on reading score (P = 0.003).

Discussion
The current study replicated the previously reported lower reading performance with the smartphone
medium compared to the paper medium3,4. Respiratory results show that breathing becomes shallow and
fast during reading regardless of medium, and number of sighs is reduced during reading from a
smartphone. Shallow and fast breathing may cause decreased respiratory variability, with sighs
functioning to reset this15,16. Reading on a smartphone may therefore cause inhibition of sighs. For NIRS
activity, if brain functions were common with respect to syntactic processing during reading in both paper
and smartphone, then brain activity in prefrontal cortex with the smartphone may be overactive. That
activity selectively on the left side may re ect the predominant activity of the left hemisphere for
processing reading17,18. Furthermore, the path analysis suggests that lower reading score results from the
interaction between brain and respiration activities.
In physiologically, sigh increases for response for physiological stress such as hypoxia and hypercapnia
by stimulation of the peripheral chemoreceptors19,20. Speci c neuronal subsets in uence the respiratory
rhythm generator, the pre-Bötzinger complex, involved for sigh circuit for physiological purpose, and also
for emotional factors8. No changes in metabolism (O2 consumption and end tidal CO2) as well as
constant minutes ventilation in our study suggests that cause of sigh generation might be associated
with more higher cortical factors.
Deeper understanding may result from new information being deeply connected to many memories by
attentional function21–23. Working memory training also improves reading comprehension24.
Furthermore, attention and breathing functions share a common center in the locus coeruleus in the
brain25,26. Respiration affects the frontal cortex and hippocampus during memory formation11–13.
Attention to breathing is reported to increased memory performance14. Thus, prefrontal cortex and
respiratory activity like sigh are closely related, and the interactive relationship may directly impact
cognitive function.
We propose a mechanism of reading behavior processing that combines brain and respiratory activities
(Supplemental Fig. 1). Intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells (ipRGCs) that respond to blue
light project to various brain regions such as perihabenular nucleus that modulate arousal, stress, and
learning27. Blue light also causes higher sustained attention compared to green light28. The results of
smartphone medium may be caused by a stress in ipRGCs activity due to the blue light. Generally,
increased activity in prefrontal cortex suggests that the brain was under a constant stress, while
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overactivity in prefrontal cortex suggests that the brain was under an intense stress. With the paper
medium, moderate stress may generate sighs (or deep breaths), and appears to restore respiratory
variability and control of prefrontal brain activity. In contrast, with the smartphone medium, a force from
blue light may be required to sustain task attention, and intense stress may inhibit generation of sighs,
causing overactivity in the prefrontal cortex. Indeed, sighing is associated with attention and stress, and it
resets the respiratory variability15,29,30, and the reset may be associated with improved executive
functions such as cognition and motivation.
This study provides a suggestion that reduced reading comprehension on smartphone devices may be
caused by reduced sighing with overactivity in prefrontal cortex, although the effect on electronic devices
other than smartphones is uncon rmed. Since sighs, whether voluntary or involuntary, have a regulating
effect on disordered breathing32, it may be bene cial to take deep breaths whilst reading.

Methods
Participants. This study was approved by the ethics committee of Showa University School of Medicine
and conducted according to the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki (trial identi er number: 2179).
Thirty-four Japanese university students provided written informed consent prior to the experiments. All
participants were right-hand dominant and had no history of neurological or psychiatric disease (20
females; mean age = 20.4, S.D. = 0.8). Participants had normal vision with/without correction.
Experimental design and setting. To examine the in uence of using a smartphone on reading, we set up
four conditions involving combinations of two mediums (smartphone and paper) and two sentences
(novels A and B; see Supplementary Text) (Fig. 1A). Participants conducted two trials for each different
condition to avoid duplication of medium and sentence conditions (for example, if the rst trial was novel
A on smartphone, second trial was novel B on paper). A trial consisted of four sessions; resting state
before reading, during reading, resting state after reading, and reading test. Participants were made to sit
down and their torso and arms were secured. They were asked to read the allocated sentence on the
allocated medium in the reading session. During resting state sessions, participants were asked to open
their eyes and look at a wall. After this, they took a reading test consisting of 10 questions related to the
contents of the sentences (Supplementary text 1). They were also asked to breathe through their nose
during all sessions. There was no limit to reading time and 2 min was spent in the resting state
before/after reading. At the end of the experiment, participants were asked whether they had read the
novels used in the experiment in the past. All participants answered that they had never read the novels.
The observation distance was determined by the convenience of the participants, and the experimenter
measured the distance between the device and the eyes of the participants. The factors of medium and
sentence had no in uence on reading time or viewing distance (Extended data Fig. 1). Each sentence
originated from a passage one of two novels written by the same author Haruki Murakami (Novel A:
Norwegian Wood, 1987, 3060 Japanese characters; or Novel B: Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and His Years of
Pilgrimage, 2013, 3067 Japanese characters) (Supplementary text 1). The panel size of the smartphone
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was 5.0 inches (resolution pixel: height: 1920, width: 1080) and a text size was 0.85 degrees. The text
size of paper medium was identical to the smartphone device. In addition, weight (148 gram) and outer
frame (height: 144 mm, width: 72 mm, thickness: 8.6 mm) of the paper medium was also identical to the
smartphone device by using a pad board.
The participant wore two functional Near-Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) probes (Hb13-2, ASTEM,
Kanagawa, Japan) for measurement of brain activity in the prefrontal cortex33,34, and a facemask with a
transducer connected to a respiratory monitor (Aeromonitor AE280, Minato Medical Science, Osaka,
Japan) for measurement of respiratory patterns and metabolism35,36. The NIRS calculated oxygenated
hemoglobin (Oxy-Hb) concentration [mM] at two places on the forehead. The respiratory monitor
calculated 6 indexes of the respiratory pattern: tidal volume (depth of breathing, [ml]), respiratory
frequency (number of breaths per minute, [n/min]), inspiratory time (duration to inhale breath, [s]),
expiratory time (duration to exhale breath, [s]), minute ventilation (ventilation rate per minute, [l]), number
of sighs (deep breathing, [n]), and 2 indexes of the metabolic pattern (O2 consumption [ml], End tidal CO2
[%]). A sigh was de ned as at least twice the average tidal volume for each session37–39.
Statistics. Two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) and post-hoc t-tests with Bonferroni correction were
performed for testing of the main effects and interactions of medium (smartphone and paper) and novel
sentence (novel sentences A and B). Repeated-measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) and post-hoc tests with
Bonferroni correction were performed for medium and session conditions (before, during, and after
reading). All tests were two-tailed. Results are presented as mean ± standard error of mean (SEM) and
effect size (eta squared, η2). SPSS 24.0 (IBM, Inc., Chicago, IL) was used for ANOVA and RM-ANOVA.
Relationships among the 6 respiration indexes, 2 metabolism indexes, 2 NIRS indexes, and the
comprehension score were calculated by path analysis. The goodness of t index was determined. AMOS
27.0 was used for path analysis. The statistical signi cance criterion was de ned as adjusted P < 0.05.
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Figure 1
Reading score is increased with the paper medium. a, Participants conducted two trials in each different
condition. A trial consisted of four sessions; resting state before reading, reading, resting state after
reading, and reading test. Reading time was not limited, and 2 min was spent in the resting state
before/after reading. b, For reading test score, ANOVA showed that the main effect of medium was
signi cant, while the main effects of sentence and the interaction were not. Score with the smartphone
medium was lower than that with the paper medium in sentences from both novel A and B (*P < 0.05).
c,d, ANOVA showed that no main and interaction effect of medium and novel sentence in both the
duration of reading session and the viewing distance between participants eyes and device. Error bars
show standard error of the mean. S: smartphone, P: paper, A: novel sentence A, B: novel sentence B.
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Figure 2
Sighs are inhibited during reading with the smartphone medium. a, A representative pattern of the tidal
volume and sighs during the before, during, and after reading sessions. b-d, RM-ANOVA showed that,
regardless of medium, tidal volume, inspiratory time, and expiratory time were reduced during the reading
sessions (*P < 0.05). e, Respiratory frequency was increased during reading sessions (*P < 0.05). f-h,
There were no difference between mediums in the minute ventilation, O2 consumption, and End tidal CO2,
and there were no change throughout the sessions. i, Number of sighs was increased during the reading
session with the paper medium, and was increased in the after reading session with both medium (*P <
0.05). Error bars show standard error of the mean. S: smartphone, P: paper.
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Figure 3
Brain activity around the forehead is increased during reading with the smartphone medium. a, A
representative pattern of NIRS activity on the left probe during the before, during, and after reading
sessions. b,c, RM-ANOVA showed that activity recorded with NIRS was increased during the reading
sessions with the smartphone medium from the left and right probes compared to the before and after
reading sessions. The difference between the mediums was clearly visible in the left probe (*P < 0.05).
Error bars show standard error of the mean. S: smartphone, P: paper.

Figure 4
Route to reading score in path analysis. Six respiratory indexes (minute ventilation, tidal volume,
respiratory frequency, inspiratory time, expiratory time, and number of sighs), two metabolic patterns (O2
consumption and End tidal CO2), two NIRS indexes (right/left) in the reading sessions, and reading score
were set as the observed variables. The analysis showed a relationship between number of sighs and left
NIRS activity, and that reading score was directly in uenced by left NIRS activity. Numbers mean
standardized path coe cients.
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